**Kaba Mas changes to metal key fobs**

Kaba Mas’ i-buttons are now manufactured on powder-coated metal fobs. The more durable metal fobs allow customers to more easily distinguish it as a Kaba Mas product. As in the previous product, the new fobs are protected from Electro Static Discharge (ESD) damage, oxidation, and de-magnetization, and are available in the same colors. Printing will be mechanically stamped into the metal.

For more information on the Kaba Mas family of products, please contact your local sales representative or visit us at www.kaba-mas.com.

About Kaba Mas

Kaba Mas, part of the world-wide Kaba group, is the world's leading manufacturer and supplier of high security, electronic safe locks. Its complete line of self powered, battery and mechanical locks meets virtually every safe lock requirement. Kaba Mas is dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for security, safety and convenience.